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Abstract 

Today’s society is facing a serious crisis of global warming, climate change, energy depletion and other environment-related concerns 

that have led to the emergence of green technologies i.e., a technology that does not emit toxic or greenhouse gasses and keeps the environment, 

neat, clean and green. It is believed that the increase in the level of sustainable development will result in sustainable economy and resilient 

society. Technical advancements in the modern society mark human superiority in creativity, yet they are disruptive of the products, production 

method or process that has lost its essence with the passage of time, need and requirement of the society. Sustainability means many things: 

conservation of energy resources, maintaining continuous energy supply for human amenities (meeting a continuous supply of energy that never 

exhaust) and that too, without depletion of the fossil fuel or natural resource that are the inherent right of our future generation, curtailing the 

environmental degradation, adopting Green and clean technologies that never emit COR2R, ozone depleting or Greenhouse Gases that cause global 

warming and climate change. Zero waste production, zero defect articles and finally innovation that squares up with the needs of present-day 

society, without disturbing the ecosystems or nature’s service. This paper tries to explore the extent to which our scientists have been able to 

capture the nerve, in generating enough energy that would revert the damage caused to the environment till date by the erstwhile methods 

production. The research uses a methodology that is based on secondary data collected from journals and periodicals, books 

published/unpublished, UN and World Bank reports, TEDx Talks, epoch-making discoveries and innovations, internet and policy documents of 

developed and developing nations. The findings of the study indicated that there is no area in which innovations have not been made in 

renewable energy in subverting the environmental hazards in as much as matching the insurmountable capacity of the hydroelectric power or 

the capacity of the nonrenewable energy, but for the lack of low-cost material, methods or large-scale commercialization they are in a latent 

stage. 
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Introduction 

 

- As a model of economic development, Sustainability can be defined as “meeting the needs of the present without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their needs”. P

 
1F

i
P According to this view, natural resources are part of “global commons “P0F

1
P and are considered 

as the property of the whole humanity irrespective of nationality and generations. No nation has an exclusive right to exploit or utilize it for its 

own nation or own generation. The upcoming future generations are the owners of this property in the same way as we are today. Hence, the 

present generation does not have an exclusive right to exhaust the whole of earth’s resources for it own benefit and comfort. 

Sustainability Defined by Engineers: -A sustainable product or process is one that constraints resource consumption and waste 

generation to an acceptable level, making a positive contribution to the satisfaction of human needs, and provides enduring economic value to 

the business enterprise P2F

ii
P. 

Sustainability Defined by Educators: - “Resource utilization should not deplete existing capital, that is, resources should not be used 

at a rate faster than the rate of replenishment, and waste generation should not exceed the carrying capacity of the surrounding ecosystem”. P3F

iii
P A 

scientific, consensus-based articulation arrived by “The Natural Step”, an educational foundation with global reach based in Stockholm, 

Sweden, says that “for sustainability to be achieved by society and for humans to prosper and coexist compatibly with natural systems, natural 

and man-made materials would not be extracted, distributed, and built up in the world at a rate exceeding the capacity of nature to absorb and 

regenerate those materials; habitat and ecological systems would be preserved; and actions that create poverty by undermining people’s capacity 

to meet fundamental human needs (for subsistence, protection, identity, or freedom) would not be pursued. According to this philosophy, the 

concept of sustainability is composed of three pillars: economic, environmental, and social—also known, informally, as profits, planet, and 

people. P4F

iv 

Sustainability Defined in Business Operations: - “Sustainability perspective may seem extreme in calling for waste-free businesses in 

which the nonproduct outputs become inputs for other products or services. P5F

v
P But sustainability’s zero-waste goal offers a critical, underlying 

insight: health, environmental, and community social issues offer opportunities for businesses. P6F

vi 

The first and the foremost among the steps to achieving sustainability is reduction in the consumption the traditional sources of energy 

like coal, oil and natural gasses which cause the greatest harm to the society through emission of huge quantum of carbon dioxide into the air, 

contamination of water through chemical efflux in industrial production and landfills from the waste created out of the processing and package 

of industrial production. To add to this, the limited reserve of these resources is going to exhaust within a period of next few years (the total 

reserve of coal will continue for a maximum of 114 years based on annual production rate, while oil will continue for 50 years and natural oil to 

continue for 52 years only) P7F

vii
P. This will not only leave the present generation to fall into an energy crisis, but also, make the future generation 

devoid of their source of living and basic right on earth’s resources which is considered as the property of the humanity for all generations. So 

what is the solution? The solution lies in creation of alternative sources of energy that will meet the demand of the society without using the 
                                                      
1 Global commons is a term typically used to describe international, supranational, and global resource domains in which common-pool resources are found. 

Global commons include the earth's shared natural resources, such as the high oceans, the atmosphere and outer space and the Antarctic in particular. 
(http://www.unep.org/delc/GlobalCommons/tabid/54404/.) retrieved,6-10-2020.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_resources
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common-pool_resource
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commons
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_ocean
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth%27s_atmosphere
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outer_space
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antarctic
http://www.unep.org/delc/GlobalCommons/tabid/54404/
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traditional sources like coal, oil and natural gases, yet creating an environment without creating pollution of air, water and land and without 

environmental degradation. We have achieved success in this field through innovations in solar energy, tidal wave, wind energy, geothermal 

energy, biogas and biomass creating electrical energy that can be used and replace use of coal, oil and natural gas in almost all industrial and 

non-industrial or house hold use.  

RENEWABLE SOURCES AND ENERGY OPTIONS 

A) USOLAR ENERGY: 

 Among all these alternatives of renewable sources, solar energy is the only form of energy that is ubiquitous and homogeneous, 

available everywhere to everyone. But, the main problem with this source is its vulnerability to weather conditions, generative potential and per 

unit cost. Solar energy is actually nothing new. People have used solar power as far back in history as the 7th century B.C. In its most primitive 

state, energy from the sun has been recovered and put to useP8F

viii
P. The earliest uses of solar power included focusing the sun’s energy through a 

magnifying glass to generate fires for cooking. By the 3rd century B.C., Greeks and Romans bounced sunlight off of “burning mirrors” to light 

sacred torches for religious ceremonies. In 1839, French physicist Edmond Becquerel discovered the photovoltaic effect while experimenting 

with a cell made of metal electrodes in a conducting solution. P9F

ix
P He noted that the cell produced more electricity when it was exposed to light. 

Albert Einstein had a role to play in bringing the world’s attention to solar energy and its potential. In 1905, Einstein published a paper on the 

photoelectric effect and how light carries energy. P10F

x
P This generated more attention and acceptance for solar power on a broader scale. 

The big leap toward the solar cells like the ones used in panels today came from the work of Bell Labs in 1954. Three scientists there, 

Daryl Chapin, Calvin Fuller, and Gerald Pearson, created a more practical solar cell using silicon. Advantages to silicon are better efficiency 

and its wide and free availability as a natural resource. As the space age developed, solar panels were used to power various parts of spacecraft 

throughout the late 1950s and 1960s. The first was the Vanguard I satellite in 1958, followed by Vanguard II, Explorer III, and Sputnik-3. 

To search back to the history of photoconductors, in 1873, Willoughby Smith discovered that selenium could function as a 

photoconductor. Just three years later, in 1876 William Grylls Adams and Richard Evans Day applied the photovoltaic principle discovered by 

Becquerel to selenium. They recorded that it could, in fact, generate electricity when exposed to light. 

Almost 50 years after the photovoltaic effect’s discovery, in 1883, American inventor Charles Fritz created the first working selenium 

solar cell. P11F

xi
P Though we use silicon in cells for modern solar panels, this solar cell was a major precursor to the technology used today due to its 

low cost and large-scale availability as the base for commercialization of industrial production. 

i) Commercialization of solar energy 

Commercialisations is the sole responsibility of entrepreneurship- Solar cell improvements based on Becquerel’s initial uncovering of the 

photovoltaic effect brought early solar panels to about 1 percent efficiency and around $300 per watt P12F

xii
P. It cost about $2 – $3 per watt to 

generate electricity from coal at the time. 
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Bell Labs’ 1954 silicon solar cells operated at around 4 percent efficiency and later achieved 11 percent efficiency. This was a significant 

increase that enabled powering an electric device for several hours for the first time in history. Then in 1959, Hoffman Electronics achieved 10 

percent efficiency. Soon after, they beat their own record with 14 percent efficiency in 1960. 

These efficiency upgrades helped push solar panels into the space program. The use of solar panels in the space program through the 1960s 

increased production and slowly the price reduced to around $100 per watt. Exxon funded Dr. Elliot Berman’s research in the 1970s, which 

produced a less expensive solar cell, brought solar panel cost down to about $20 per watt. Currently, solar panels average between 15 and 18 

percent efficiency and can cost as low as $0.50 per watt. 

With the long history of solar technology, it's notable that the real sea change for solar has been in the past few decades. Since the 1980s, the 

cost of solar panels has dropped 10 percent per year on average. 

ii) Recent innovations keeping the environmental quality up: 

 

a) Using non-conventional and renewable energy to create electricity without using fossil fuels 

The first round of scientific innovation goes in favour of -Solar energy, wind energy, tidal and geothermal energy for creating electricity. Since 

these are mostly costly and can’t be created according to individual need, only community-based technology is in vogue. In UK tidal & wind 

energy have been in community use while in US they are integrated to the power grid though storable large batteries.  

 

SMART GRID- 

 

smart grid is one which works on GPS system, integrates electricity generated from all sources i.e., solar, geothermal, wind, and tidal all 

stored in a battery system and are connected to the traditional hydropower grid with a switching system. The smart grid which connects to the 

consumers house through a smart electric meter measures the peak hour demand and lean hour demand through artificial intelligence, sends 

signal to voltage regulating equipment, which releases electricity only as much is required by the consumer units. When peak load goes beyond 

the limit it switches renewable energy recharge battery cells on to makeup the shortage. (see figure 1 above)  

Not only that, the smart grid also identifies disconnected units caused due to damage of electric poles in storm and connects effected 

consumer unit through alternative routes (see figure-1)  
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iii)  Solar energy is taking up a new scale through space based solar power (SBSP)P13F

xiii
P-  

The Space-based solar power (SBSP) is the concept of collecting solar power in outer space and distributing it to Earth. Potential advantages 

of collecting solar energy in space include a higher collection rate and a longer collection period due to the lack of a diffusing atmosphere, and 

the possibility of placing a solar collector in an orbiting location where there is no night. A considerable fraction of incoming solar energy (55–

60%) is lost on its way through the Earth's atmosphere by the effects of reflection and absorption. Space-based solar power systems 
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convert sunlight to microwaves outside the atmosphere, avoiding these losses and the downtime due to the Earth's rotation, but at great cost due 

to the expense of launching material into orbit. SBSP is considered a form of sustainable or green, renewable energy, and is occasionally 

considered among climate engineering proposals. It is attractive to those seeking large-scale solutions to anthropogenic climate change or fossil 

fuel depletion (such as peak oil). The new research in SBSP essentially consists of three elements P14F

xiv
P. This is futures only source of huge power 

need after closure of fossil fuel thermal stations. (see figure- 2) 

1. collecting solar energy in space with reflectors or inflatable mirrors onto solar cells or heaters for thermal systems 

2. wireless power transmission to Earth via microwave or laser 

3. receiving power on Earth via a rectenna, a microwave antenna 

 

Recently, Heliogen: The Bill Gates 

backed startup hoping to use mirrors 

to power heavy industry, such as 

cement, steel or aluminum 

manufacture by concentrating solar 

energy to achieve a temperature of 

over 1000°C, on a commercial scale, 

for the first time. Heliogen founder 

and chief executive officer Bill Gross 

said that by “commercial” he meant 

that the temperature was combined 

with sufficient power – between 250 

and 400kW – for industrial purposes. The company is aiming to increase this figure to between 1MW and 10 MWP15F

xv
P. 

Figure-3 the space based solar mirroring of Heliogen  

   

Figure-2 SBSP 
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Figure-3 the space based solar mirroring of Heliogen  

Space based microwave technology at higher tech level after  csp technology category 

csp tower tech. 
csp tower tech. csp tower tech. 

 

iv) Vehicle-To-Home (V2H) System: 

 Nissan, in particular, has embraced this technology and already offers a more limited_ vehicle-to-

home (V2H) system that lets people use their cars to store energy from rooftop solar panels until it is 

needed in the home at night. During its whole day’s trip, it collects so much solar energy stored in battery 

that, it is able to meets the home lighting needs in the night. 

  

v) Vehicle to grid (V2G) technology could address energy storage challenge16F

xvi: 

Energy research center Pecan Street and utility Austin Energy have launched Texas’ first vehicle-to-grid (V2G) research and testing 

center, which will work on hardware and software innovations to enable V2G to go mainstream, with possible application for microgrids down 

the road. 

V2G describes the electricity flowing to and from plug-in electric vehicles and the grid to help offset peak demand and provide greater 

flexibility in accessing energy resources. For example, an EV used for a daily commute can be parked and connected to a charge/discharge unit 

at the end of the day, with energy transferred from the EV’s battery to the grid’s distribution feeder. Later that night, the EV can recharge with 

wind energy or other sources when energy demand and prices are lower. 

This means that V2G offers the potential of addressing two challenges that come with renewable energy resources ─ the intermittency of 

wind and solar and the equally important issue of curtailment, where excess renewable energy is wasted for lack of real-time demand. 
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As the UKP17F

xvii
P has moved from fossil fuel to renewable energy electricity generation, CO ₂ emissions from the energy supply sector have fallen 

from over 40% of the UK total in 1990 to 25% in 2019. This 

means the transport sector is now the largest emitter, 

producing a third of all UK CO ₂ emissions.  

vi) Microgrids P18F

xviii 

The most ambitious effort would give control to a local utility 

to make a rapid grid reconfiguration at the onset of a blackout. 

It will attempt to collect and distribute enough renewable 

energy to support an “island,” or smaller area of the grid that 

can quickly repower hospitals, police and fire stations, and 

other emergency canters. 

The stage for this experiment is called the Mueller neighbourhood in the east-central part of Austin, Texas, a large modern housing 

development started in 1999 on the runways of what was the city’s former municipal airport. Mueller has many pieces of the puzzle that might 

be needed, including a proliferation of new homes with rooftop solar arrays and a recently installed large battery storage system that Austin’s 

municipal utility, Austin Energy, helped acquire with a federal grant. 

Figure-6 -     THE MICRO GRID SYSTEM USING SOLAR ENERGY 
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Austin’s first goal was to use the neighbourhood and the big battery to help expand its reliance on renewable energy to 65% by 2027. Austin 

Energy has already started using the battery, installed on the edge of the Mueller neighbourhood, to collect enough solar power to help it meet 

increased electricity demand during spates of 100-degree days. 

vii) The Solar cities of Germany P19F

xix
P: 

 The Sonnenschiff and Solarsiedlung cities located in Freiburg, Germany are 

modern, planned habitations that were worked upon with solar power in mind. 

Literally meaning Solar Ship and Solar Village, the Sonnenschiff and 

Solarsiedlung cities were specifically designed and built to be solar cities, 

balancing size, accessibility, green space, and solar exposure. Each of the fifty-

two homes along with some commercial buildings is fitted with large rooftop 

solar panels that double-up as sun shades. The panels are perfectly aligned to 

point in the right direction of the sun, and the buildings follow the Passive house standards of green building technology. See figure below.  

In 2000, Germany tabled a clean energy bill that forced power-companies to pay a set fee called a feed-in tariff to anybody providing power to 

the grid. This gave an impetus to the efforts of Seifried and others, and today, 30% of Germany’s electricity comes from renewable sources, 

mainly wind and solar. The housed empowered by solar panels on rooftops generate four times the consumption, letting the house owner sale 

surplus solar power to the city electricity grid, earning income after fulfilling the energy requirement of the home. The nuclear plant being built 

in Freiburg was shut down soon after the protests, and after the unfortunate Fukushima meltdown in Japan in 2011, Germany has committed to 

phase out all 17 of its nuclear reactors by 2022. 

viii) Floating solar farms P20F

xx
P- on reservoirs or lakes deliver sizeable 

sustainable benefits. They can generate more energy because they can 

operate at lower temperatures than ground systems and because water 

surface temperatures keep their technology cool. 

A Japanese plastics supplier has been collaborating with SABIC on an 

HDPE grade that delivers structural strength, weather resistance and longevity to support floating solar panels. Through this collaboration, 

SABIC has consistently helped expand the solar assets of a major industrial nation. 

On lakes and ponds across Japan, it is helping an economy with limited land availability produce more energy from solar.  
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A new HDPE application with unique multimodal molecular technology has also been approved companies specializing in the floating PV 

systems for more panels for the Chinese market 

ix) Driverless cars will account for 10% of all cars in the US by 2026.  

  

Autonomous cars bring numerous advantages to the drivers: they’ve an increased level of safety, a lower 

level of emissions and are changing models of transportation. Tech companies like Google and Uber are 

currently working on self-driving cars. But respondents predict that it will be 2026 before the 10% of all cars are driverless in the US. 

 

But in the world of Sharing Economy, also Uber, Lyft and Zipcar want to have a word in the debate: in fact, by 2025, the 67% of 

respondents to the World Economic Forum’s poll predict that more rides taken globally will actually be via a car-sharing service, and not by a 

privately-owned car. 

x) The first city with more than 50,000 people and no traffic lights will come into existence by 

2026.  

 

A completely changed landscape of cars usage will a completely different system of roads and 

infrastructures. Right! In fact, infrastructure will also become more connected in the future, giving way to 

more smart cities. Everything from the sidewalk and streets to the traffic lights and buildings will be 

connected to the internet. 

Smart cities, will be automated capable of managing their energy, logistics and traffic, bringing about the first city with a population of 

50,000 people and no traffic lights by 2026.all these cars will operated on fuel cells of be recharged by electricity from solar energy. 

 

 

x) zero-emission commercial aircrafts P21F

xxi
P: 

Airbus unveils world’s first zero-emission commercial aircraft’s- European aerospace corporation 44TUAirbus U44T has unveiled three designs 

for the world’s first zero-emission commercial aircrafts that would rely on hydrogen as a primary power source. Collectively dubbed ZEROe, 

the climate-neutral, zero-emission concepts are designed to carry maximum passenger loads between 100 and 200 people for flights that range 

from short-haul trips to transcontinental journeys. Airbus’ hydrogen-powered commercial aircrafts could enter service as early as 2035. 

Airbus’ three concept designs are primarily fueled by 44TUhydrogen U44T but differ in aerodynamic configurations and technological pathways. 

They will be further evaluated and assessed for feasibility. The zero-emission commercial concepts include the “turbofan” design that can 

accommodate 120 to 200 passengers with a range of over 2,000 nautical miles to make the aircraft ideal for transcontinental trips. The plane 

would be powered with a modified gas-turbine engine that runs on hydrogen, rather than jet fuel, on combustion.  

https://www.airbus.com/
https://inhabitat.com/tag/hydrogen/
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Helicopters - Alaka’i Technologies has launched a 44TUzero-emissions U44T aircraft with six rotors, electric motors and hydrogen fuel cells as well as a 

range of 400 miles or four hours. The helicopter-meets-drone aircraft was designed to be piloted either in person, remotely or autonomously, 

with ample space for up to five passengers.  

 

B) UTHE WIND ENERGY  

People used wind energy to propel boats along the Nile River 

as early as 5,000 BC. By 200 BC, simple wind-powered water 

pumps were used in China, and windmills with woven-reed 

blades were grinding grain in Persia and the Middle East P22F

xxii
P.  

New ways to use wind energy eventually spread around the 

world. By the 11th century, people in the Middle East were using 

wind pumps and windmills extensively for food production. 

Merchants and the Crusaders brought wind technology to Europe. 

The Dutch developed large windpumps to drain lakes and marshes in 

the Rhine River Delta. Immigrants from Europe eventually took wind 

energy technology to the Western Hemisphere. 

American colonists used windmills to grind grain, to pump water, and to cut wood at sawmills. Homesteaders and ranchers installed 

thousands of wind pumps as they settled the western United States. In the late 1800s and early 1900s, small wind-electric generators (wind 

turbines) were also widely used. 

https://inhabitat.com/tag/zero-emissions
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The number of wind pumps and wind turbines declined as rural electrification programs in the 1930’s extended power lines to most 

farms and ranches across the country. However, some ranches still use wind pumps to supply water for livestock. Small wind turbines are 

becoming more common again, mainly to supply electricity in remote and rural areas 

i) Commercialization & Entrepreneurship 

Crisis led to commercialization 

The oil shortages of the 1970s changed the energy environment for the United States and the world. The oil shortages created an interest 

in developing ways to use alternative energy sources, such as wind energy, to generate electricity. The U.S. federal government supported 

research and development of large wind turbines. In the early 1980s, thousands of wind turbines were installed in California, largely because of 

federal and state policies that encouraged the use of renewable energy sources. 

In the 1990s and 2000s, the U.S. federal government established incentives to use renewable energy sources in response to a renewed 

concern for the environment. The federal government also provided research and development funding to help reduce the cost of wind turbines 

and offered tax and investment incentives for wind power projects. In addition, state governments enacted new requirements for electricity 

generation from renewable sources, and electric power marketers and utilities began to offer electricity generated from wind and other 

renewable energy sources (sometimes called green power) to their customers. These policies and programs resulted in an increase in the number 

of wind turbines and in the amount of electricity generated from wind energy. 

The share of U.S. electricity generation from wind grew from less than 1% in 1990 to about 7.3% in 2019. Incentives in Europe have 

resulted in a large expansion of wind energy use there. China has invested heavily in wind energy and is now the world's largest wind electricity 

generator. In 1990, 16 countries generated a total of about 3.6 billion kWh of wind electricity. In 2017, 129 countries generated a total of about 

1.13 trillion kWh of wind electricity. 

ii) Charting the Wind: Where the Sector Is Headed 23F

xxiii 

Perhaps the most echoed sentiment at the American Wind Energy Association’s (AWEA’s) WIND POWER 2011 Conference & Exhibition, 

which took place May 22 to 25 in Anaheim, Calif., was the call to extend the Production Tax Credit (PTC), the industry’s policy driver, before 

it expires at the end of 2012. But that wasn’t the only theme. The throngs of companies and organizations that Were shaping the rapidly 

emerging sector around the world had different notions of the factors that helped or hindered the growth of wind power—and 21TPOWER21T was 

there to listen to their perspectives about everything from grid integration, to offshore energy, to technology innovation. 

a) The Big Factor: Tax Credits 

The keynote speaker at the conference’s opening session, Ted Turner, recently launched a new renewable energy venture—because, as he said, 

embracing renewables was more of an obvious business decision for him than launching the cable news network CNN was in 1980. Turner 

underscored the importance of stable policy incentives: "They must be long-term incentives so we can plan intelligently." 
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b) Technology Innovations 

One way that renewable energy companies are tackling the uncertainty is through innovation—technology breakthroughs. "Every OEM 

[original equipment manufacturer] is introducing advanced technology machines," GE’s Abate told the panel. 

GE was just one of several companies to announce bigger, more powerful turbines at the conference. The company unveiled its GE 1.6-100, a 

1.5-MW onshore turbine designed for increased performance in areas with lower wind resources. GE claims the turbine with blades that extend 

100 meters is the "most efficient" when taking into account capacity factor in wind class. Danish company Vestas, meanwhile, launched its 

newest wind turbines: The V90-2.0 MW GridStreamer and V100-2.0 MW GridStreamer. Both the GE and Vestas turbines are modelled on a 2-

MW series, and both feature larger rotors and an improved gear box. 

Bigger offshore turbines are in the making, too. Sinovel, China’s largest wind turbine maker—and a company that last year international 

consulting firm BTM said usurped GE’s second-place ranking (behind Vestas) for global wind turbine market share—told 21TPOWER21T it was 

readying a 6-MW prototype in its production base in Yancheng, in east China’s Jiangsu Province. The company later announced that the 

SL6000, which may be applied in onshore and offshore wind farms, features 128-meter-diameter blades, parallel axes gear drive, and low-

voltage ride-through capacity, which is necessary for installation in Chinese wind farms. The 6-MW model follows a 5-MW prototype that was 

announced in October—and the two turbines will help the company further tap global markets, a spokesperson told 21TPOWER21T. 

This June, following the WINDPOWER conference, Siemens Energy also unveiled a 6-MW prototype, saying it had installed the massive 

offshore wind turbine in Høvsøre, Denmark, and initiated first trial operation. The new SWT-6.0-120 wind turbine has a rotor diameter of 120 

meters and uses direct drive technology. 

c) Integrating Wind onto the Grid 

Several factors will limit the growth of wind. One is cost, but, as AWEA points out in a handy collection of flash cards titled "How to Talk to a 

Wind Skeptic" (and distributed to conference attendees) "a wind turbine’s ‘fuel’ is free" across the 20-year lifespan of a project" and "the cents-

per-kilowatt-hour price for wind power can match or even beat new coal, nuclear, and natural gas generation." 

Another limitation, noted by Dr. Fort Felker, director of the National Wind Technology Center at the U.S. Department of Energy’s National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), is grid integration. Felker, who also noted that wind could have a leg up on other generation modes in 

the future because it "uses virtually no water," said that NREL has committed substantial resources to determining the impacts of wind energy 

on systems operations. "More renewables are coming, and integration issues are certain," he told 21TPOWER21T. 

 

C) TIDAL ENERGY 

Brief History of Tidal Energy 
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People have harnessed the tides and used its energy for many centuries. Tide mills—which are the precursors to today’s tidal power 

plants— have great similarity to water wheels. The difference is that water must first be collected from the incoming tide before it can be 

released to rotate the water wheel P24F

xxiv
P. 

Figure-13 
 

 

The oldest, excavated tide mill is dated to the year 619. It was 

discovered at Northern Ireland’s Nendrum Monastery on Mahee Island 

in Strangford Lough. The power generated by this mill was probably 

used for grinding grain. 

Tide mills became more common during the Middle Ages. A 

tide mill would have a storage pond which filled up as the tide came 

in. As the tide went out, the pond emptied and the moving water 

rotated a water wheel. 
 

 

By the 18th century, 76 tide mills were being used in London 

alone. At one time there were about 750 tide mills in operation around 

the shores of the Atlantic Ocean. This included about 300 on North 

American shores, about 200 in the British Isles, and about 100 in 

France. 

The Rance estuary in France was home to some of the 

historical tide mills. Now the Rance river has the world’s first tidal 

power generating station. It opened in 1966. As an improvement to 

early tide mills, it generates power during high tide and low tide. 

i) Harnessing Tidal Energy: Barrages 

One method for harnessing tidal energy is a 62TBARRAGE62T, or tidal barrier, which is very much like a dam. When the water level is higher on one 

side of the barrage than the other, water is allowed to flow through the turbines to generate electricity. 
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62THOW A TIDAL BARRAGE WORKS 

During high tide the gates are closed and water is stored “upstream” of the tidal barrage. As 

the tide falls, the water level on the downstream side of the dam drops. When it’s low 

enough, the valves are opened for water to flow from the higher, upstream side—through 

turbines—to the lower, downstream side. The movement of the water rotates the turbines to 

generate electricity. 

Due to the design of the barrage, the reverse can also happen. When the tide reaches its low 

point and the water level behind the dam is at the low tide level, the valves are again closed 

and the tide rises again. Water rises on the “downstream” side and when the valves are 

opened, flows “upstream” where the water level is at low tide. 

Thus, barrages can effectively generate power four main times during the day—during the two fall and the two rising tides.  

There are only a few operational tidal barrages in the world. The Rance River in France and the Bay of Fundy in Canada have the only large-

scale barrages in the world with generating capacities of 240 MW and 20 MW respectively. There is a small scale plant in Kislaya Guba, Russia 

which generates 400 kW. A few countries have plans for other future projects. 

Figure-15-a 
 

 

Rance Tidal Power Station (France, 

1966) 

Annapolis Royal Generating Station 

(Canada, 1984) 
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ii) Harnessing Tidal Energy: Tidal Stream Systems 

When there are obstructions such as continents, inlets, islands, etc., water piles up against the obstruction and flows rapidly past when and 

wherever it can. This makes tidal currents. These currents can be used to drive underwater turbines, which is another method for harnessing 

tidal energy. 

Figue-15-b 

 
 

 

Underwater turbines are anchored to the 

sea floor so the moving water from tidal currents 

can rotate the blades. Just like wind turbines, the 

rotating motion of the blades generates electricity 

which can be sent to the utility grid. 

Lots of underwater turbine 

designs are being prototyped. The 

Evopod began testing in June 2008. It 

uses a tether rather than a rigid 

anchor. The turbine is mounted on a 

floating, semi-submerged structure. 

This design is easier to maintain and 

can capture the fastest tidal currents 

which are just below the surface. 

The world’s first commercial tidal 

stream generator is SeaGen which was 

installed in Northern Ireland’s Strangford 

Lough in April 2008 and started 

generating electricity for the grid in July 

2008. SeaGen is an axial turbine, a tall 

tower bolted to the seabed. The blades can 

capture the motion of tides going in as well 

as out. There are discussions to build 

entire tidal farms using turbines like these. 
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iii) A Relative of Tidal Energy: Wave Energy 

Wave-driven power is a type of power generation related to tidal power. Rather than relying on the tidal movements in large bodies of water, 

wave energy is derived from wind-driven waves. It can be used to generate electricity. 

 

Figue-16 
 

 

Using buoys that float in the waves is one method 

for capturing wave energy. The buoys are anchored to the 

ocean floor, and as waves raise and lower the floating 

device, electricity is generated in an electric coil. The 

diagram depicts a prototype created by Oregon State 

University. 

Using a surface following device is another method for capturing wave 

energy. An articulated ‘snake' floats on the ocean surface. Its joints are connected to 

hydraulic rams that move with the wave motion, forcing hydraulic fluid to move 

small turbines that power generators. This is a picture taken at Portugal's 

Aguçadoura Wave Park, the world's first commercial wave farm. 

 

Commercialization & Entrepreneurship 

Scotland, which is authorized to set its own energy policy separate from London’s Westminster government, has set a goal of generating 100% 

of the nation’s annual electricity needs through only renewable sources by 2020, and 100% of its entire power and transportation needs from 

non-carbon energy by 2030 P25F

xxv
P. This decision has created an all-of-the-above clean development strategy as well as a stronger commitment to 

energy self-reliance. By looking inward at what internal resources exist, Scotland is now home to the most-advanced wave and tidal energy 

development center in the world. 

For decades, engineers have been trying to turn the immense potential of tidal energy into electricity. While ocean currents don’t reach 

the same speeds that wind can, the inherent energy potential by comparison is enormous. Seawater has more than 800 times the density of air, 
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so for the same rotor swept area, water moving at 2.5 meters per second (m/sec)—roughly 5 knots—exerts the same amount of force as would 

be applied by wind blowing at nearly 100 m/sec (about 195 knots). 

 

Tidal power is changing tides- 

 

A more predictable power source than intermittent renewables like wind and solar, tidal power isn’t new, however its growth and development 

has typically been restrained by high costs and limited availability. That’s changing. Last year saw the launch of the first of 269, 1.5 MW 

(megawatt) underwater turbines, part of world’s first large scale tidal energy farm in Scotland. 

Around the world there are existing tidal power stations – such as the Sihwa Lake Tidal Power Station in South Korea, which has a capacity of 

254MW – but the MeyGen array in Scotland will be able to take the potential of the technology further. It’s hoped that when fully operational it 

will generate 398MW, or enough to power 1,75,000 homes. We might not know exactly how the electricity of tomorrow will be generated, but 

it’s likely some or all of these technologies will play a part. What is clear is that our energy is changing. 

D) CELL TECHNOLOGY: 

 Cell technology is continuously improving through use of better mediums like moving from cadmium to lithium cells, making it more efficient, 

light weight that is convenient for use in cars to aeroplanes. 

G) Lithium-ion batteries P26F

xxvi
P- 

A diagram of the specific energy density and volumetric energy density of various battery types. Li-ion batteries are ahead of most 

other battery types in these respects 

Compared to the other high-quality rechargeable battery technologies 

(nickel-cadmium or nickel-metal-hydride), Li-ion batteries have a number of 

advantages. They have one of the highest energy densities of any battery 

technology today (100-265 Wh/kg or 250-670 Wh/L). In addition, Li-ion battery 

cells can deliver up to 3.6 Volts, 3 times higher than technologies such as Ni-Cd 

or Ni-MH. This means that they can deliver large amounts of current for high-

power applications, which has Li-ion batteries are also comparatively low 

maintenance, and do not require scheduled cycling to maintain their battery life. 

Li-ion batteries have no memory effect, a detrimental process where repeated 

partial discharge/charge cycles can cause a battery to ‘remember’ a lower 

capacity. This is an advantage over both Ni-Cd and Ni-MH, which display this 

effect. Li-ion batteries also have low self-discharge rate of around 1.5-2% per 
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month. They do not contain toxic cadmium, which makes them easier to dispose of than Ni-Cd batteries. 

Due to these advantages, Li-ion batteries have displaced Ni-Cd batteries as 

the market leader in portable electronic devices (such as smartphones and laptops). 

Li-ion batteries are also used to power electrical systems for some aerospace 

applications, notable in the new and more environmentally friendly Boeing787, 

where weight is a significant cost factor. From a clean energy perspective, much of 

the promise of Li-ion technology comes from their potential applications in 

battery-powered cars. Currently, the bestselling electric cars, the Nissan Leaf and 

the Tesla Model S, both use Li-ion batteries as their primary fuel source. 

E) DECARBONIZATION- 

 

‘Decarbonization’ tends to refer to the process of reducing ‘carbon intensity’, lowering the amount of greenhouse gas emissions produced 

by the burning of fossil fuels. Generally, this involves decreasing CO2 output per unit of electricity generated. Reducing the amount of 

carbon dioxide occurring as a result of transport and power generation is essential to meet global temperature standards set by the Paris 

Agreement. 

a) Bio-gas and biomass are the newest methods of getting electricity from animal, human waste, home wastes, agriculture waste (post 

fermentation) by aerobic (in the presence of oxygen) and anaerobic digestion (in the absence of oxygen)P27F

xxvii
P under high pressure to 

create fuel that can replace use of fossil fuel in transport vehicles and cars.  

b) 62TMICROBIAL FUEL CELLS – HARNESSING THE POWER OF BACTERIA62TP28 F

xxviii
P-Bacteria are all around us. Some are harmful, some 

are beneficial, but all of them ‘breathe’. When they breathe oxidation occurs, which is when something combines with oxygen at a 

chemical level, and when bacteria do this, electrons are released. By connecting breathing microbes to a cathode and an anode (the 

positive and negative rods of a battery), the flow of these released electrons can be harnessed to generate power. This is what’s known as 

a microbial fuel cell (MFC). MFCs are used largely to generate electricity from waste water, but are expanding into more exotic uses, 

like powering miniature aquatic robots. New developments are 

constantly expanding the power and applications of MFCs. 

Researchers at Binghamton University, New York found that 

combining phototropic (light-consuming) and heterotrophic 

(matter-consuming) bacteria in microbial fuel reactions generates 

currents 70 times more powerful than in conventional setups. 

 

c) The photovoltaic cell technology has also undergone a 

considerable changeP29 F

xxix
P- Rather than collecting photons like normal solar does (and which transparent materials by definition can’t 
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do) photovoltaic glass uses salts to absorb energy from non-visible wavelengths and deflects these to conventional solar cells embedded 

at the edge of each panel. Or there’s solar PV paint, which contains tiny light sensitive particles coated with conductive materials. When 

layered over electrodes you’ve got a spray-on power generator. (see figure-19). 

 

 

1. Micro- entrepreneurial innovation-The managing the waste 

 

The plastic pollution- and energy option from the waste- 

If we look at the figure-20 each year 1.7 million barrels of oil, 

equivalent 340 million gallons of gassoline is used to produce bottled 

water. Only one in 5 bottles are recycled and the rest 4 bottles are put into 

landfills each year. In US 91.63 billions bottles are used every day 

( Globally its 563 billions) and the time taken for platic bottles to 

decompose is 1000 years. Alluminium cans take 600 years to decompose. 

Every minute, every day, more than 120,000 aluminum cans are recycled 

only in America. But, at the same time, every three-month, enough 

aluminum cans are thrown away that can rebuild the entire American 

commercial air fleet. Glass waste- Simply breaking down glasses and 

melting those broken glasses we can produce new glass. But the shocking 

fact is that if glasses are thrown away in landfills it will take one million 

years to decompose. Disposable Diapers - Just in the United States alone, every year more than 18 billion disposable diapers are thrown away. 

These disposable diapers take approximately 550 years to decompose in landfills. This is what is underscoring the efforts of programs offering 

diaper and absorbent hygiene product recycling. A list of the pollutants added to land fills can be measured  from the table-1 given below. 

 

Table-1 How Long Does It Take Garbage to Decompose? P30F

xxx 
s

.l. no. 
Items thrown to land fills Time taken to dicompose 

2 
Painted board  13 years 

 Plastic bottles 1000 years 
3 

Cigarette Butts  10-12 years 

2 Disposable Diapers 550 years 
4 

Milk Cartons  5 years 

3 aluminium cans 200 years 
5 

Plywood -  1-3 years 

4 Glass One million years 
6 

Styrofoam-  It does not biodegrade 

5 Monofilament Fishing Line -  600 years Ropes -  3-14 months 
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Electricity from plastic wasteP31F

xxxi
P-  

 

Students at North-eastern University have developed a device that converts plastic to electricity. The waste combustion processes- non-

recyclable plastic within two tanks. The top tank converts the plastic to gas through pyrolysis. The gas then travels to a lower tank, where it is 

burned to generate heat and steam. The steam powers a turbine to produce electricity. 

Leading the research project is Yiannis Levendis, a professor of mechanical engineering. Levendis is examining ways to tweak the vaporization 

of plastic in order to reduce any harmful emissions that are released when burning the resulting gas P32F

xxxii
P. 

BETAVOLTAICS – NOTHING WASTED FROM NUCLEAR WASTE-  

Nuclear material is constantly decaying and, in the process, emits radioactive particles. This is why extremely radioactive material is so 

dangerous and why properly storing nuclear waste is so important and so expensive. But this waste can actually be put to good use. Beta voltaic 

devices use the waste particles produced by low-level radioactive materials to capture electrons and generate electricity. 

7 
6 Rubber-Boot Sole -  50-80 years 

8 
Cotton Glove -  3 months 

7 Foamed Plastic Cups 50 years 
9 

Cardboard -  2 months 

8 Tin can-  50 years 
0 

Paper waste 2-6 week 

9 Leather shoes -  25-40 years; 
1 

Food waste Depend on type o food 

0 
 Nylon Fabric-  30-40 years; 

2 
i) an orange peel  6 months 

1 
Plastic bags 10-20 years 

3 
ii) an apple core or a banana peel one month 
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The output from these devices can be fairly low and decreases over long periods of time, but because of the consistent output of nuclear decay 

they can be extremely long-lasting. For example, one beta voltaic battery could provide one watt of power continuously for 30 years. And 

while they aren’t currently fit to work on a large scale, their longevity (and very compact 

size) makes them ideal power sources for devices such as sensors installed on equipment 

that needs to be operational for long periods. 

Zero emission-Fuel cell technology: 

 

a). zero power=decarbonisation+ electricity+H2 fuel cell recharge of cars which used 

hydrogen cylynder and oxigen from air when passed througha proton exchange 

membrane created electricity and water, both were used in apollo space satelliteP33F

xxxiii
P, 

water was used for drinking by astronaughts and electicty was used for supplying power 

to satelite, is a miraculous innovation that needed no power to create elctricity. Now on 

earth such fuel cells are being used to recharge electriccars of the modern age (See 

Figure-21). 

 

 

 

HYBRID SODIUM-CARBON DIOXIDE FUEL CELL  

 

Now that Korean and US engineers P34F

xxxiv
P devised hybrid sodium-carbon dioxide fuel cell that eliminates carbon dioxide from air and 

produces electricity and hydrogen. The hydrogen efflux of this cell will work as input to the fuel cell tank for recharging the electric 

cars. See figure the technology, developed by Prof Guntae Kim at Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology (UNIST) in 

collaboration with material scientists and engineers at the Georgia Institute of Technology, depends on a well-understood phenomenon: the 

dissolution of carbon dioxide into water to produce an acidic solution, which occurs in nature when carbon dioxide dissolves in the oceans.   

 

 

 

 

Figure-22 Schematic illustration of Hybrid Na-CO2 System and its reaction mechanism. Image: UNIST 
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Figure-22 Schematic illustration of Hybrid Na-CO2 System and its reaction mechanism. Image: UNIST 

 

Prof Kim and the team realized that this could be used to induce an electrochemical reaction. The creation of an acidic solution increases 

the number of protons in the water, each of which can attract an electron, and this implies that a battery system can be created. “Carbon capture, 

utilization, and sequestration (CCUS) technologies have recently received a great deal of attention for providing a pathway in dealing with 

global climate change,” says Prof Kim. “The key to that technology is the easy conversion of chemically stable COR2R molecules to other 

materials.” He adds, “Our new system has solved this problem with COR2R dissolution mechanism.” 

The fuel cell system consists of a sodium metal anode submerged in an organic electrolyte, a separation membrane consisting of a sodium super 

ionic conductor (NASICON) ceramic, and a catalytic cathode (the researchers used platinum) in an aqueous electrolyte, which could be distilled 

water, seawater or a sodium hydroxide solution. The researchers explain Uin UiScience how injecting carbon monoxide into the water triggers a 

reaction, with gaseous hydrogen liberated at the cathode – which can then be used in conventional fuel cells – and current flowing in an external 

circuit. Sodium ions are liberated from the anode, pass through the membrane and recombine with the hydrogen carbonate ions formed by the 

dissolution of carbon dioxide. In the system’s current form, the conversion efficiency of COR2R is 50 per cent. The “hybrid Na-COR2R cell” 

continues to produce electricity and hydrogen and does not regenerate carbon dioxide during charging, the team says. The system has been 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S258900421830186X?via%3Dihub
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tested over more than a thousand hours with no damage to the electrodes. “This hybrid Na- COR2Rcell, which adopts efficient CCUS technologies, 

not only utilizes COR2 Ras the resource for generating electrical energy but also produces the clean energy source, hydrogen,” said Jeongwon Kim, 

electrical engineer at Unist and co-first author for the research.  

Searching for a clean and renewable energy system is vital to alleviate the exacerbated environmental pollution problem while addressing the 

energy dilemmaP35 F

xxxv
P. With clean, renewable and high calorific value features, hydrogen has been identified as an ideal energy carrier to change 

the global energy structure and accomplish energy conversion in the future. The hybrid NACOR2R is a path breaking and unique way of cleaning 

air pollution by removing the COR2R emission from air and generating electricity and hydrogen which is further used in fuel cell technology to 

recharge cars. Thus, it is a promising technique to generate hydrogen, but rationally designing cost-effective and highly efficient catalysts to 

facilitate their widespread industrialization is still a formidable challenge.  

A COMBINATION OF Hybrid Na-CO2 System AND HR2R   ABSORBING FUEL CELL WILL WORK LIKE THIS 

Figure-23 Hybrid Na-CO2 System AND HR2R    

 

 

 

 

 

USING TIDAL AND WIND MILLS FOR OFF SHORE OIL AND NATURAL GAS EXPLORATION: 

 

 Now a days, floating tidal & windmill are used for production of 

electricity in off shore oil drilling plants without using on-shore 

electricity. An electrified oil and gas platform +Zero emission Oil 

refinery using Hydrogen. 

An electrified oil and gas platform +Zero emission Oil 

refinery using Hydrogen: - Neptune Energy’s Q13 P36F

xxxvi
Pa platform, an 

electrified oil and gas platform in the North Sea just off the coast of 
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Scheveningen in the Netherlands Seawater will be pumped into containerised units on the platform, where it will be desalinated and then fed 

into an electrolyser. 

The facility will receive green electricity by cable from the shore but will simulate generation from the nearby Luchter duinen offshore 

windfarm. It’s expected to produce approximately 3000 – 4000 Nm3 / day of H2 for the Gasunie grid. 

 

Meanwhile, the UK led ERM Dolphyn project is going one step further, and looking at 

producing green hydrogen from electrolysis units directly coupled to floating wind turbines 

situated far out at sea.  Led by Uenvironmental consultant ERM U, the project has received £3.12m 

from the government’s hydrogen Supply program and, following the completion of an initial 

proof of concept, is now entering its next phase. The UK-led ERM Dolphyn project is looking at 

producing green hydrogen from electrolysis that are directly coupled to floating wind turbines 

far out at sea.  

Project director, ERM partner Kevin Kinsella explained that the team is currently focused on 

getting an initial 2MW unit up and running  in a consented area around 20km off the coast of 

Aberdeen, followed by a 10MW unit pre commercial unit at th same location.  

 

 

 

Lithium air battery (invariably using nano-technology) to store energy from renewable 

  

Lithium-air batteries, which run on ambient oxygen, may be a sustainable and 

environment-friendly way to store energy and power electric vehicles, houses, and industries 

of the future, scientists P37F

xxxvii
P. Current lithium-ion battery technology (first discovered in 

1970) will probably not be able to handle the coming decades' huge demand for energy. It is 

estimated that by 2050, electricity will make up 50 per cent of the world's energy mix. 

Today, that rate is 18 per cent. However, installed capacity for renewable energy production 

is expected to increase fourfold. Keeping this in view research has made high energy density 

lithium-air batteries applying nano-technology that can fulfil the renewable energy battery 

requirement of the future.  
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Biofuels from algae for sustainable development38F

xxxviii 

 

Microalgae are photosynthetic microorganisms that can produce lipids, 

proteins and carbohydrates in large amounts over short periods of time. 

These products can be processed into both biofuels and useful 

chemicals. Two algae samples (21TCladophora fracta 21T and 21TChlorella 

protothecoid21T) were studied for biofuel production. Microalgae appear 

to be the only source of renewable biodiesel that is capable of meeting 

the global demand for transport fuels. Microalgae can be converted to 

biodiesel, bioethanol, bio-oil, biohydrogen and biomethane via 

thermochemical and biochemical methods. Industrial reactors for algal 

culture are open ponds, photobioreactors and closed systems. Algae can 

be grown almost anywhere, even on sewage or salt water, and does not 

require fertile land or food crops, and processing requires less energy 

than the algae provide. Microalgae have much faster growth-rates than 

terrestrial crops. The per unit area yield of oil from algae is estimated to 

be from 20,000 to 80,000 liters per acre, per year; this is 7–31 times 

greater than the next best crop, palm oil. Algal oil can be used to make 

biodiesel for cars, trucks, and airplanes.  

 

 

Underground Coal Gasification (UCG): Another Clean Coal Option 39F

xxxix 

21TUnderground coal gasification (UCG) is the gasification of coal in-situ, which involves drilling boreholes into the coal and injecting water/air 

or water/oxygen mixtures. It combines an extraction process and a conversion process into one step, producing a high-quality, affordable 

synthetic gas, which can be used for power generation. Still in the early stage of commercialization, UCG is poised to become a future major 

contributor to the energy mix in countries around the world. 

Coal gasification is a well-known chemical process that converts solid carbonaceous material into synthetic gas (syngas), which consists 

predominantly of methane (CHR4R), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (COR2R), hydrogen (HR2R), and water (HR2RO) steam. Gasification differs 

from combustion (or burning) because burning coal takes place in excess OR2R and produces only COR2R and water steam. 

In the underground coal gasification (UCG) application, air and/or oxygen is introduced to coal while it is still in the ground by pumping it 

down boreholes (called injection wells), which are drilled into the coal seam from the ground surface (Figure 28). 
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F) GEOTHERMAL ENERGY  

UConcept 

The word geothermal comes from the Greek words geo (earth) and therme (heat). So, geothermal energy is heat from within the earth. We can 

use the steam and hot water produced inside the earth to heat buildings or generate electricity. Geothermal energy is a renewable energy source 

because the water is replenished by rainfall and the heat is continuously produced inside the earth. 

ENERGY INSIDE THE EARTH  

• Geothermal energy is generated in the earth's core, about 4,000 miles below the surface. Temperatures hotter than the sun's surface are 

continuously produced inside the earth by the slow decay of radioactive particles, a process that happens in all rocks. The earth has a 

number of different layers: 

• The core itself has two layers: a solid iron core and an outer core made of very hot melted rock, called magma. The mantle which 

surrounds the core and is about 1,800 miles thick. It is made up of magma and rock.  
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• The crust is the outermost layer of the earth, the land that forms the continents and ocean floors. It can be three to five miles thick under 

the oceans and 15 to 35 miles thick on the continents.  

• The earth's crust is broken into pieces called plates. Magma comes close to the earth's surface near the edges of these plates. This is 

w
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s occur. The lava that erupts from volcanoes is partly magma.  

 

• Deep underground, the rocks and water absorb the heat from this magma. The temperature of the rocks and water get hotter and hotter as 

you go deeper underground. People around the world use geothermal energy to heat their homes and to produce electricity by digging 

deep wells and pumping the heated underground water or steam to the surface. Or, we can make use of the stable temperatures near the 

surface of the earth to heat and cool buildings. 
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Figure 1.3 shows the components of a typical hydrothermal (steam or water based) volcanic-related geothermal system, which are, from 

bottom to top: • The magmatic intrusion (also called hot body, where hot magma intrudes exceptionally far into the Earth’s crust) is often 

caused by tectonics of the continental plates. • The actual geothermal reservoir is where hot steam or water are trapped under high pressure 

beneath a tight, non-permeable layer of rocks and is heated by the magmatic intrusion below. • The geothermal wells tap into the geothermal 

reservoir and access the hot steam or fluid, then transfer it through pipelines to the power plant, after which the fluids are usually returned 

into the reservoir. • Fresh water or precipitation comes from recharge areas like lakes, rivers or the seas and provides cold meteoric waters, 

which slowly seep through the ground to lower layers through cracks and faults in the rocks. 

 

WHERE IS GEOTHERMAL ENERGY FOUND?  

Most geothermal reservoirs are deep underground with no visible clues showing above ground. Geothermal energy can sometimes find its way 

to the surface in the form of:  

• volcanoes and fumaroles (holes where volcanic gases are released)  

• hot springs and  

• geysers.  

The most active geothermal resources are usually found along major plate boundaries where earthquakes and volcanoes are concentrated. Most 

of the geothermal activity in the world occurs in an area called the Ring of Fire. This area rims the Pacific Ocean. When magma comes close to 

the surface it heats ground water found trapped in porous rock or water running along fractured rock surfaces and faults. Such hydrothermal 

resources have two common ingredients: water (hydro) and heat (thermal). Naturally occurring large areas of hydrothermal resources are called 

geothermal reservoirs. Geologists use different methods to look for geothermal reservoirs. Drilling a well and testing the temperature deep 

underground is the only way to be sure a geothermal reservoir really exists. Most of the geothermal reservoirs in the United States are located in 

the western states, Alaska, and Hawaii. California is the state that generates the most electricity from geothermal energy. The Geysers dry steam 

reservoir in northern California is the largest known dry steam field in the world. The field has been producing electricity since 1960. 
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GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS  

Geothermal power plants use hydrothermal resources which have two common ingredients: water (hydro) and heat (thermal). Geothermal 

plants require high temperature (300 to 700 degrees Fahrenheit) hydrothermal resources that may come from either dry steam wells or hot water 

wells. We can use these resources by drilling wells into the earth and piping the steam or hot water to the surface. Geothermal wells are one to 

two miles deep. The United States generates more geothermal electricity than any other country but the amount of electricity it produces is less 

than one-half of a percent of electricity produced in United States. Only four states have geothermal power plants: 

 California - has 33 geothermal power plants that produce almost 90 percent of the nation's geothermal electricity.  

Nevada - has 14 geothermal power plants.  

Hawaii and Utah - each have one geothermal plant  

 

There are three basic types of geothermal power plants: Dry steam plants - use steam piped directly from a geothermal reservoir to turn the 

generator turbines. The first geothermal power plant was built in 1904 in Tuscany, Italy at a place where natural steam was erupting from the 

earth. Flash steam plants - take high-pressure hot water from deep inside the earth and convert it to steam to drive the generator turbines. When 

the steam cools, it condenses to water and is injected back into the ground to be used over and over again. Most geothermal power plants are 

flash plants. Binary power plants 

 

USES OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY  

Some applications of geothermal energy use the earth's temperatures near the surface, while others require drilling miles into the earth. The 

three main uses of geothermal energy are:  

1) Direct Use and District Heating Systems which use hot water from springs or reservoirs near the surface.  

 
Source: -GEOTHERMAL ENERGY SCENE-FINAL_Geothermal%20Handbook_TR002-12_Reduced.pdf 
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2) Electricity generation in a power plant requires water or steam at very high temperature (300 to 700 degrees Fahrenheit). Geothermal power 

plants are generally built where geothermal reservoirs are located within a mile or two of the surface.  

3) Geothermal heat pumps use stable ground or water temperatures near the earth's surface to control building temperatures above ground. 

 

 DIRECT USE OF GEOTHERMAL 

ENERGY  

The direct use of hot water as an energy 

source has been happening since ancient 

times. The Romans, Chinese, and Native 

Americans used hot mineral springs for 

bathing, cooking and heating. Today, 

many hot springs are still used for bathing, 

and many people believe the hot, mineral-

rich waters have natural healing powers. 

After bathing, the most common direct use 

of geothermal energy is for heating 

buildings through district heating systems. 

Hot water near the earth's surface can be 

piped directly into buildings and industries 

for heat. A district heating system provides 

heat for 95 percent of the buildings in 

Reykjavik, Iceland. Examples of other 

direct uses include: growing crops, and 

drying lumber, fruits, and vegetables. 

 

 

 

 

 

GEOTHERMAL HEAT PUMPS  

While temperatures above ground change a lot from day to day and season to season, temperatures in the upper 10 feet of the Earth's surface 

hold nearly constant between 50- and 60-degrees Fahrenheit. For most areas, this means that soil temperatures are usually warmer than the air 

in winter and cooler than the air in summer. Geothermal heat pumps use the Earth's constant temperatures to heat and cool buildings. They 
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transfer heat from the ground (or water) into buildings in winter and reverse the process in the summer. According to the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA), geothermal heat pumps are the most energy-efficient, environmentally clean, and cost-effective systems for 

temperature control. Although, most homes still use traditional furnaces and air conditioners, geothermal heat pumps are becoming more 

popular. In recent years, the U.S. Department of Energy along with the EPA have partnered with industry to promote the use of geothermal heat 

pumps. 

 

Geothermal energy is a type of renewable energy which is generated within the 

earth and can be used directly for heating or transformed into electricity. An 

advantage of geothermal energy over some other renewable energy sources is 

that it is available year-long (whereas solar and wind energy present higher 

variability and intermittence) and can be found around the globe (Figure-

33a).  

 

 

 

 

 

 However, for electricity generation, medium- to high-

temperature resources, which are usually close to volcanically 

active regions, are needed.  

Geothermal power has considerable potential for growth. The 

amount of heat within 10 000 meters of the earth's surface is 

estimated to contain 50 000 times more energy than all oil and 

gas resources worldwide (Shere, 2013). Moreover, there is a 

strong economic case for the deployment of geothermal energy 

(Figure-34). Costs - Geothermal project costs are highly site-

sensitive. Typical costs for geothermal power plants range from 

USD 1 870 to USD 5 050 per kilowatt (kW), noting that binary 

plants are normally more expensive than direct dry steam and 

flash plants. The levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of a 

geothermal power plant ranges from USD 0.04 to USD 0.14 per 

kilowatt-hour (kWh), assuming maintenance costs of USD 110 per kW per year and a 25-year economic life (IRENA, 2017b). 
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 The costs for electricity generation from geothermal technologies are becoming increasingly competitive, and they are expected to continue to 

drop through 2050 (Sigfusson and Uihlein, 2015)  

 

Deploying geothermal energy has 

additional benefits, as it also contributes to 

reduced global warming effects and public 

health risks resulting from the use of 

conventional energy sources. Furthermore, 

the deployment of geothermal energy helps 

reduce a country’s dependence on fossil 

fuels. As a resource which is naturally 

replenished on a human time-scale, 

geothermal energy is not impacted by 

global depletion of resources or by rising 

fossil fuel prices. Hence, if the full potential 

of geothermal resources can be realized, 

this would deliver considerable advantages 

both at the national and international levels. 

In addition, compared to fossil energy 

resources, geothermal power generation 

brings a number of benefits, such as: lower 

life-cycle greenhouse gas emissions 

(Figure-35); lower running costs (Figure-

34); capability to supply baseload 

electricity, flexibility and ancillary services 

to a system; and higher capacity factors. 

 

Figure-36 below shows the co2 emission which is 0 in case of geothermal. 
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Technology: Geothermal Power Generation 

The heat content of a geothermal field will define the power generation technology to be used. Power generation from geothermal resources 

requires resources with high to medium heat content. Geothermal power generation currently is based on the following four technology options 

(Long et al., 2003): 

Direct dry steam plants – 

 In this case, the conversion device is a steam turbine designed to directly use the lowpressure, high-volume fluid produced in the steam field. 

Dry steam plants commonly use condensing turbines. The condensate is re-injected (closed cycle) or evaporated in wet cooling towers (IEA-

ETS

AP, 

201

0) 

(Fig

ure 

37). 

This 

type 

of 

geot
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hermal power plant uses steam of 150 degrees Celsius (°C) or higher, and, generally, the steam entering the turbine needs to be at least 99.995% 

dry (DiPippo, 2015) to avoid scaling and/or erosion of the turbine or piping components. Direct dry steam plants range in size from 8 MW to 

140 MW (S&P Global Platts, 2016) 

Flash plants –  

These are the most common type of geothermal electricity plants in operation today. They are similar to dry steam plants; however, the steam is 

obtained from a separation process called flashing. The steam is then directed to the turbines, and the resulting condensate is sent for reinjection 

or further flashing at lower pressure (IEA-ETSAP, 2010) (Figure 38). The temperature of the fluid drops if the pressure is lowered, so flash 

power plants work best with well temperatures greater than 180°C. The fluid fraction exiting the separators, as well as the steam condensate 

(except for condensate evaporated in a wet cooling system), are usually re-injected. Flash plants vary in size depending on whether they are 

single- (0.2-80 MW), double - (2-110 MW) or triple-flash (60- 150 MW) plants (S&P Global Platts, 2016).  

 
 

Binary plants –  

These plants are usually applied to low- or medium-enthalpy geothermal fields where the resource fluid is used, via heat exchangers, to heat a 

process fluid in a closed loop (IEAETSAP, 2010) (Figure 39). The process fluid (e.g., ammonia/water mixtures used in Kalina cycles or 

hydrocarbons in organic Rankine cycles (ORC)) have boiling and condensation points that better match the geothermal resource temperature 

(Köhler and Saadat, 2003). Typically, binary plants are used for resource temperatures between 100°C and 170°C. Although it is possible to 

work with temperatures lower than 100°C, the efficiency of the electricity output decreases. Binary plants range in size from less than 1 MW to 

50 MW (S&P Global Platts, 2016). 
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Combined-cycle or hybrid plants – 

 Some geothermal plants use a combined cycle which adds a traditional Rankine cycle to produce electricity from what otherwise would 

become waste heat from a binary cycle (IEA-ETSAP, 2010) (Figure 40). Using two cycles provides relatively high electric efficiency (DiPippo, 

1999; Thain, 2009). The typical size of combined-cycle plants ranges from a few MW to 10 MWe (Lund, 1999; DiPippo, 1999). Hybrid 

geothermal power plants use the same basics as a stand-alone geothermal power plant but combine a different heat source into the process; for 

example, heat from a concentrating solar power (CSP) plant. This heat is added to the geothermal brine, increasing the temperature and power 

output. The Stillwater project in the US, operated by ENEL Global Renewable Energies, has launched such a hybrid system; combining CSP 

and solar photovoltaics with a binary system (DiMarzo et al., 2015). Two other hybrid systems being studied by ENEL include: a hybrid plant 

with biomass in Italy, which increases the brine temperature, similar to CSP systems (ENEL, 2016a); and a hybrid plant with hydropower in 

Cove Fort, Utah, which uses the re-injection water flow to generate electricity, providing the additional benefit of increased control of the re-

injection, thereby reducing potential damage and thus maintenance costs (ENEL, 2016b). 
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Process and Technology Status –  
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Global geothermal power capacity by the end of 2016 totaled 12.7 gigawatts (GW), with annual electricity generation reaching 80.9 terawatt-

hours (TWh) in 2015 (most recent data), amounting to approximately 0.3% of global electricity generation (IRENA, 2017a). Geothermal 

electricity generation relies mainly on technologies that exploit conventional geothermal resources, such as: dry steam plants, flash plants 

(single, double and triple), binary plants, and combined-cycle or hybrid plants. However, as high-quality conventional resources become harder 

to access, deeper resources may become accessible in the future through the development of enhanced geothermal systems. 

  
COUNTRY WISE STATUS 

 

In 2016, the global geothermal installed capacity was 12.7 GW (Figure 41). In 2015, geothermal power plants generated approximately 80.9 

TWh, or approximately 0.3% of global electricity generation (IRENA, 2017a). The United States (2.5 GW), the Philippines (1.9 GW) and 

Indonesia (1.5 GW) lead in installed geothermal power capacity. Global installed capacity additions in 2016 amounted to 901 megawatts (MW), 

the highest number in 10 years, which were installed in Kenya (518 MW), Turkey (197 MW) and Indonesia (95 MW) (IRENA, 2017a). With 

the growing momentum for utilizing these geothermal resources, an increasing number of countries are showing interest in developing 
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geothermal project. 

 
 

 

MODERN TECHNOLOGY & FUTURE OF GEO-THERMAL POWER 

Enhanced geothermal systems (EGS):  

A large part of the geothermal potential is heat stored at depths greater than commonly drilled. Standard hydrothermal technologies depend on 

permeable aquifers, which allow the flow of water through them, to produce hot water. However, at greater depths the ground becomes less 

porous and water flow is restricted. Research and demonstration projects are being developed to overcome this limitation. Instead, artificial 

fractures are created to connect production and injection wells by hydraulic or chemical stimulation. Stimulation is accomplished by injecting 

water and a small amount of chemicals at high pressure to create or reopen fractures in the deep rock (Figure 43). To prevent these fractures 

from closing again when the injection pressure is reduced, special materials called proppants are added. This approach, known as enhanced 

geothermal (EGS), uses binary plants to produce power from the hot brine. As there is no natural flow of water, all the brine has to be re-

injected into the reservoir to keep the pressure and production stable. This helps prevent air emissions during the service life. Several pilot 
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projects were performed in France, at Soultz-sous-Forêts and in Strasbourg (Hébert et al., 2010; Renewable Energy World, 2016), as well as in 

the US (DOE, n.d.a) 

 
 

Exploiting untapped resources is not the only way to increase the geothermal installed capacity. Additions also can be made through efficiency 

improvements, such as:  

 

Low-temperature bottoming cycles:  

 

When dealing with high-enthalpy resources, it is common to use a flash plant configuration to exploit them. In a traditional flash plant, the 

steam exiting the turbine is re-injected into the ground, leaving it as waste heat. This steam, however, frequently exits the turbine at 

temperatures that are suitable for power generation through a binary cycle turbine. This would increase the overall efficiency of the plant by 

increasing the power output.  

Co-generation:  

Geothermal energy has many potentials uses besides power generation. The water collected after separating the steam for generation is normally 

re-injected into the ground because the temperature is too low for power generation. However, because it is frequently higher than 100ºC, by 
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exchanging the heat with a different water source before injection, this newly heated water can be used for various direct-use applications such 

as domestic hot water supply and space heating. 

Co-produced resources:  

The use of geothermal fluids that are a byproduct of other industrial processes also provides a great opportunity to produce electricity at low 

cost and with virtually no emissions. Hot geothermal fluids which are a by-product of oil and gas operations usually are considered a nuisance, 

given that they need to be disposed of at a cost. Power actually can be produced from these coproduced resources, and this already has been 

successfully tested in the US (NREL, 2016).  

Supercritical geothermal systems:  

These are high-temperature systems located at depths where the reservoir fluid is in supercritical state, e.g., 374ºC and 221 bar for water. These 

systems are the subject of ongoing research and are not yet commercial; however, they are capable of attaining higher well productivities than 

conventional systems given their high temperatures (Dobson et al., 2017). In 2009, the IDDP1 well in Iceland found magma and was capable of 

producing superheated steam at 450ºC, effectively creating the first magma-EGS system. The well, however, had to be shut down in 2012 due 

to a valve failure. While such a system could prove to be more economical by exploiting the steam directly from the well, the possibility of 

applying a reverse procedure also has been explored. This would mean using these types of wells for injection with the objective of enhancing 

the performance of existing conventional systems (Fridley’s et al., 2015). 

Spectrum of Renewable energy in EU and Us:  

A comparison shows that use of Geo thermal energy has achieved 40% which is expected to reduce US tension for oil related war with Th Arab 

world (OPEC) countries. 
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Barriers: 

One of the major barriers to Geothermal is its initial cost which discourage investment that takes about 5 to 10 years to 

breakeven but afterwards it offers no cost till rest of the years in its life time. (see figure- 45, below) 
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Figure- 46 shows the predicted level of world non hydro power/ i.e., 

renewable energy production over 2009 to 2030 and the consequent reduction 

in pollutant leading to green, clean and healthy sustainable environment.  

 

Conclusion 

The realization that our traditional production system has been 

disastrous for our existence and the rate at which innovation in renewable 

energy is going on simultaneously cutting all sources of environmental 

pollution, it is expected that by the turn of the century the word will reach the 

pre industrial level healthy environment, yet showing a marvelous growth of 

economy, still more rich & super prosperous society. Greentech generation of 

electricity will be the core of the sustainable and renewable energy in future. 
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